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Abstract—The smart grid, generally referred to as the nextgeneration power electric system, relies on robust communication
networks to provide efficient, secure, and reliable information
delivery. Thus, the network security is of critical importance
in the smart grid. In this paper, we aim at classifying and
evaluating the security threats on the communication networks in
the smart grid. Based on a top-down analysis, we categorize the
goals of potential attacks against the smart grid communication
networks into three types: network availability, data integrity
and information privacy. We then qualitatively analyze both the
impact and feasibility of the three types of attacks. Moreover,
since network availability is the top priority in the security
objectives for the smart grid, we use experiments to quantitatively
evaluate the impact of denial-of-service (DoS) attacks on a power
substation network. Our work provides initial experimental data
of DoS attacks against a power network and shows that the
network performance degrades dramatically only when the DoS
attack intensity approaches to the maximum.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Power systems are very complex interconnected networks.
For example, statistics [1] showed that there are over 2000
power distribution substations, about 5600 distributed energy
facilities, and more than 130 million customers all over the US.
The smart grid [2], which is in general referred to as the nextgeneration power electric system, integrates varieties of digital
computing and communication technologies to provide efficient, secure, and reliable electricity and information delivery
between power generators, suppliers and customers. The smart
grid will further introduce millions of intelligent computing
components that communicate in much more advanced ways
(e.g. two-way communication) than current power systems
[3]. As such, how to address networking security issues is
critically important in the design of communication networks
for the smart grid. Potential networking intrusion caused by
intentional attackers may lead to a variety of consequences
[4], from customers’ information leakage to a cascade of
failures, such as massive power outage and destruction of
infrastructures.
In this paper, we aim to address security issues on communication networks for the smart grid. Since the research
on networking security in the smart grid is still at a preliminary stage, our goal is to provide an initial step to classify
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potential security threats and evaluate their feasibility and
impact upon communication networks for the smart grid. To
this end, we first introduce the fundamental architecture of
the smart grid communication network and present the main
differences between the smart grid network and another largescale real-world network, the Internet. Then, we use a topdown approach to categorize attacks in the smart grid into
three major types in terms of their goals: network availability,
data integrity, and information privacy. We evaluate both the
feasibility and impact of the three types of attacks against the
communication networks in the smart gird.
Further, as pointed out in [3], the design of communication
networks that are robust to attacks targeting network availability is the top priority, since network unavailability may
result in the loss of real-time monitoring of critical power
infrastructures and possible global power system disasters. In
order to further assess the vulnerability of power networks
under attacks targeting network availability, we use experiments to quantitatively evaluate the impact of denial-of-service
(DoS) attacks on an experimental power substation network
with the distributed network protocol (DNP3) [5], which is
an extensively used communication protocol in nowadays
power electricity systems. Our experiment results show that
long DNP3 packets are more vulnerable to DoS attacks than
short DNP3 packets and that the performance of the power
network does not degrade gradually with the increasing of the
DoS attack intensity. In fact, there exists a phase transition
phenomenon: the performance will degrade dramatically when
the DoS attack intensity approaches to the maximum.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the fundamental architecture of the communication networks in the smart grid. In Sections III and IV,
we categorize potential security threats towards the smart grid,
and in particular evaluate via experiments the impact of denialof-service attacks on a power substation network. Finally, we
conclude in Section V.
II. N ETWORK A RCHITECTURE

IN THE

S MART G RID

The smart grid is a network of networks, including a variety
of sub-systems such as the demand response (DR) system [6]
and the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) system [7].
All these systems are interconnected with each other to form
a highly distributed network over a very large geographical
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sage delivery. Hence, the message delay is much more
important than the throughput in the smart grid, leading
to the delay-oriented design of communication protocols
in the smart grid. For example, the power substation
communication protocol, IEC 61850 [9] maps timecritical messages from the application layer directly to
the link layer to reduce the processing delay.
2) Communication pattern. The Internet is built up on the
end-to-end principle, ensuing an arbitrary end-to-end
communication model. However, there are only two major directional information flows in the smart grid: topdown (center to devices) and bottom-up (devices to center). Arbitrary peer-to-peer communication model across
networks in the smart grid may be invalid. For instance,
the peer-to-peer model between intelligent electronic
devices is usually restricted in local-area networks [3].
3) Traffic model. It is well known that many Internet traffic
flows have the self-similarity property, such as the World
Wide Web (WWW) traffic [10]. In power networks,
however, a large amount of traffic flows are periodic [9],
[11] due to consistent monitoring of electricity devices.
Thus, it can be expected that part, if not all, of the traffic
in the communication networks for the smart grid differs
from the traffic in the Internet.

infrastructure node

ad-hoc nodes
IEDS

substation network

home-area network

Fig. 1. The network architecture in the smart grid: the network consists of
the backbone network and local-area networks. A local-area network can be
a power substation network or a home-area network.

area. In the following, we map the smart grid network into a
hybrid and hierarchical network as shown in Fig. 1. There are
two types of networks in the smart grid, the backbone network
and local-area networks. The backbone network consists of
infrastructure nodes, which could be either gateways for localarea networks or high-throughput routers to forward messages
across a variety of domains in the smart grid. A local-area
network consists of ad-hoc nodes, which could be smart meters
in a home-area network or intelligent electronic devices (IEDs)
in a power substation network.
Compared with conventional power networks, ad-hoc nodes
in a local-area network can use wireless technologies to
communicate with each other. It has been shown that there
are a number of advantages for using wireless communication
technologies in the smart grid [5], including untethered access
to information, mobility, reduced cost, low complexity, and the
availability of off-the-shelf wireless products such as WiFi and
ZigBee. One of the Smart Grid Priority Action Plans of the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is to
provide the guidelines for the use of wireless communications
in the smart grid, which is expected to be completed in
mid 2010 [2]. The industry is also endeavoring to develop
new wireless communication products for the smart grid.
For example, ZigBee embedded products have been released
recently to target the smart grid applications, such as smart
meters, demand response, and home area network devices [8].
Despite efforts from the community to integrate the smart
grid with wireless technologies, there are still technical challenges existing in wireless networks, especially the security
issues due to the broadcast nature of wireless channels, which
will be discussed later.
As we can see, the smart grid network is similar to the
Internet in terms of the complexity and hierarchical structure;
however, there are fundamental differences between the smart
grid network and the Internet.
1) Performance metric. The major goal of the Internet
is to provide data service, such as web surfing and
music downloading. Thus, the throughput is one of the
most widely-used performance metrics in the Internet.
Whereas, the goal of the smart grid communication
network is to ensure reliable, secure, and in-time mes-

III. S ECURITY T HREATS TOWARDS THE S MART G RID
N ETWORK
We have shown that the smart grid communication network
is an aggregate of multiple networks with varying levels of
communications and coordination between power providers,
operators, and customers. Such complex communication networks require a comprehensive security design, as they are
likely targets of sophisticated cyber attacks, which can be
launched from any vulnerable component in the highly distributed system.


  
 

 
   


  
 

Fig. 2. Classification of security threats towards communication networks
in the smart grid.

However, enumerating all possible threats in the smart grid
is not practical due to its complexity and some sophisticated
attacks that have not been yet identified. Thus, we in this
section use a top-down approach to categorize malicious
attacks into three major types based on their goals: (i) network
availability, (ii) data integrity, and (iii) information privacy, as
shown in Fig 2. We then evaluate the impact and feasibility of
each type of attacks in turn, and at the same time summarize
the related work on each type of attacks against the power
networks.
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A. Network Availability
Malicious attacks targeting network availability can be
considered as denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, which attempt
to delay, block or corrupt information transmission in order
to make network resources unavailable to nodes that need
information exchange in the smart grid. Since it is widely
expected that at least part, if not all, of the smart grid
will use IP-based protocols (e.g., IEC 61580 [9] has already
adopted TCP/IP as a part of its protocol stacks) and TCP/IP is
vulnerable to DoS attacks, sophisticated and efficient countermeasures to DoS attacks are essential to the smart grid. DoS
attacks against TCP/IP have been well studied in the literature
regarding attacking types, prevention and response [12]–[14].
Therefore, in the following, we will discuss potential attacks
that specifically target power network availability.
As aforementioned, a major difference between the smart
grid and the Internet is that the smart grid is more concerned
with the message delay than the data throughput due to the
timing constraint of messages transmitted over the power
networks. Indeed, network traffic in power networks is in
general time-critical. For instance, the delay constraint of
generic object oriented substation events (GOOSE) messages
is 4 ms in IEC 61850 [3].
Such a timing constraint ensures reliable monitoring and
control of power devices. But on the other hand, it becomes
one of the most vulnerable parts in power networks to DoS
attacks. More specifically, instead of using some extreme
means (e.g., channel jamming), an attacker can even use
legitimate methods to intentionally delay the transmissions of
time-critical messages to violate the timing requirements. For
instance, an attacker can physically connect to a communication channel in a power network and generates legitimate
but useless traffic to capture the channel and to delay the
transmission of power monitoring and control devices
Since intruders only need to connect to communication
channels rather than authenticated networks in the smart grid,
it is very easy for them to launch DoS attacks against the
smart grid, especially for the wireless-based power networks
that are susceptible to jamming attacks [15]–[17]. Hence, it is
of critical importance to evaluate the impact of DoS attacks
on the smart grid and to design effective countermeasures to
such attacks. We will provide initial experimental results of the
impact of DoS attacks on the performance of a power network
in Section IV.
B. Data Integrity and Information Privacy
Differing from attacks targeting network availability, attacks
targeting data integrity can be regarded as less brute-force
yet more sophisticated attacks. The target of the attacks is
either customer’s information (e.g., pricing information and
customer account balance) or network operation information
(e.g., voltage readings, device running status). In other words,
such attacks attempt to deliberately modify information shared
within the smart grid in order to corrupt critical data exchange
in the smart grid. On the contrary, attackers targeting information privacy do not attempt to modify information transmitted

over power networks but to eavesdrop on communications
in power networks to acquire desired information, such as a
customer’s account number and electricity usage. Such attacks
can be considered to have negligible effect on the functionality
of the communication networks in the smart grid. Consequently, compared with attacks targeting data integrity, attacks
targeting information privacy may not lead to catastrophic
consequences, such as massive blackout.
The risk of attacks targeting data integrity in the power
networks is indeed real. A notable example is the recent work
of [18], which proposed a new type of attacks, called false data
injection attacks, against the state estimation in the power grid.
The paper assumed that an attacker has already compromised
one or several meters and pointed out that the attacker can take
advantage of the configuration of a power system to launch
attacks by injecting false data to the monitoring center, which
can legitimately pass the data integrity check used in current
power systems. More recently, new methods [19] have been
developed to provide state estimation that is robust to the false
data injection attacks.
In order to launch attacks that attempt to compromise data
integrity or to acquire privacy information, an attacker has
to first stealthily intrude the computer system of a legitimate
node, or by some means access a power network with authentication. Therefore, the design of countermeasures to attacks
targeting data integrity and information privacy can consist of
the following perspectives.
1) Authentication protocol design. Authentication is an
important identification problem for any communication
network. Strong authentication schemes are required for
customers and electronic devices to ensure communications with full security and to meet the stringent
requirements of the communication network in the smart
grid, such as message delay and power consumption
constraints. To this end, existing work [20]–[22] in
general aims at providing efficient and fast authentication protocols for a variety of power subsystems,
including transmission and operation systems, distribution networks, and customers’ home-area networks.
For example, the work of [22] showed that the timecritical constraint implicitly results in the following
requirements for the design of authentication protocols:
(i) efficient algorithms to minimize computational cost,
(ii) low communication overhead, and (iii) robustness
to attacks. Towards these goals, the work in [22] and
[23] focused on the design of authentication protocols
to meet the requirements for the low latency and DoS
attack resilience.
2) Intrusion detection. The smart grid must have the ability
to detect the attempt of an intruder to gain unauthorized
access to computer systems. Recently, a few papers have
investigated the problem of cyber intrusion detection
in power networks [24]–[26]. In general, the intrusion
detection for computer systems falls mainly into the
cyber security field and has been well studied in the
literature.
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NCSU Campus
Backbone Network

protocol between the control center and the electronic device.
The control center communicates with the electronic device
in a master-slave model; i.e, the control center first initiates
a connection request and issues commands to the electronic
device, then the device responds to the center accordingly.
master
slave
Ethernet / WiFi
In all experiments, the control center will initiate connections
local-area networks
to the electronic device every 500 ms. We use the round-trip
delay as our performance metric to evaluate the performance
Fig. 3.
The network scenario for the experiments: we constructed two
local-area networks with either Ethernet or WiFi connections, which are
of the DNP3-based network. The round-trip delay is defined
interconnected with the campus backbone network at NC State University.
as the time interval from the instant the center sends a DNP3
packet to the instant that the center receives the DNP3 ACK
from the device.
3) Firewall and Gateway Design. As mentioned before,
3) Attack Model: There are a variety of methods to implediffering from the Internet, the smart grid has only two
ment DoS attacks against a network [14]. As we discussed
major directional information flows: bottom-up and topin Section III-A, instead of using some extreme schemes, an
down. Thus, it will be easy for gateway or firewall
attacker can use legitimate methods to delay the transmission
softwares to perform traffic control on information flows
of a message such that the overall delay of the message
in smart grid to block undesired or even suspicious flows
violates the timing requirement. Thus, we choose our attacker
generated by malicious nodes.
to be a traffic flood attacker, which uses iperf (a commonlyNote that it may be non-trivial to assume an attacker can used network traffic generator) to generate legitimate but
easily compromise a legitimate node or access the power useless UDP traffic over the testing network to occupy the
network with authentication. But due to the ubiquitousness communication channel, thereby reducing network availability.
of the smart grid network, it is still possible that an malicious We use the attack intensity index to indicate the intensity of
attacker can, by some means, connect to a power network and the attack, which is defined as
launch attacks targeting data integrity or information privacy.
traffic flooded by the attacker
∈ [0, 1].
attack intensity index =
total channel bandwidth
IV. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION OF D ENIAL - OF -S ERVICE
ATTACKS AGAINST P OWER N ETWORKS
B. Experiment Results
Attacker

We have qualitatively evaluated the feasibility and impact
of attacks targeting network availability, data integrity, and
information privacy. Dependent on its purpose, an attacker
can aim at any of these three goals to disrupt, falsify or
wiretap the information transmitted in the smart grid. While
as stated in [2], the highest priority in the security objectives
in the smart grid is availability. Therefore, in this section, we
will further quantify via experiments the impact of attacks
targeting network availability, i.e., DoS attacks against the
communication networks in the smart grid.
A. Experiment Setups
1) Network Scenario: As shown in Fig. 1, the communication network for the smart grid is a hierarchical network
consisting of the backbone network and local-area networks.
Therefore, in our experimental scenario, as illustrated in Fig. 3,
we use the campus network at NC State University as our
backbone network and set up two local-area networks: one
network includes a laptop serving as a monitoring and control
center (master) and another laptop serving as an attacker that
attempts to launch DoS attacks within the network. The other
network includes a TS7250 ARM-based single board computer
serving as an electronic device (slave) for a power system. In
our experiments, we will test the performance of both Ethernet
and WiFi in the two local-area networks.
2) Communication Protocol and Performance Metric: We
use the distributed network protocol (DNP3) [5], which is
widely used in current power systems, as our communication

We first evaluate the impact of DoS attacks on the experimental network where both local-area networks use Ethernet
cables with 100 Mbps. Fig. 4 shows the empirical complimentary cumulative distribution functions (CCDFs) of the
round-trip delay of DNP3 packets under attacks with intensity
indexes equal to 20%, 60%, 90%, and 100%, respectively.
From Fig. 4, we can see that there are no significant differences
between the 20%, 60%, and 90% cases. However, the delay
performance degrades significantly when the attacker increases
the intensity to 100%. For example, about 17% packets have
round-trip delays greater than 100 ms when the attack intensity
index is equal to 100%. In this case, a large amount of packet
delays may violate a certain timing requirement in power
networks.
Fig. 5 illustrates the average round-trip delay of DNP3 packets as a function of attack intensity index. It is further verified
in Fig. 5 that the delay performance significantly degrades
only when the traffic generated by the attacker overwhelms the
communication channel. Our results indicate that there exists
an interesting phase transition phenomenon between the delay
and attack intensity index: the delay performance does not
degrade gradually with the increasing of the attack intensity
index and dramatically degrades when the attack intensity
index approaches 1.
We also evaluate the impact of packet length on the roundtrip delay. Fig. 6 illustrates the mean round-trip delay as a
function of DNP3 packet length (73, 146 and 292 bytes).
We found that the mean delay is inversely proportional to
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Fig. 4. The empirical CCDF of the round-trip delay of DNP3 packets for
different values of the attack intensity indexes. The length of DNP3 packets
is fixed to be 292 bytes in this experiment.

Fig. 6. The effect of packet length on the mean round-trip delay of DNP3
packets.
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Fig. 5. The average round-trip delay of DNP3 packets for different values
of the attack intensity indexes.

Fig. 7. The mean round-trip delay of DNP3 packets for different values of
the attack intensity indexes in the WiFi case.

the packet length, which implies that a shorter DNP3 packet
is more resistent to traffic flood attacks. Therefore, if we
have no countermeasures to DoS attacks in a power network,
a practical way is to compress the information data at a
transmitter and then transmit short DNP3 packets to the
receiver.
Then, we change the network connection of the electronic
device from Ethernet to IEEE 802.11g. Thus, in current setups,
the electronic device is using wireless while the control center
still has Ethernet connection. Such a scenario can be mapped
to a practical situation (e.g., key use case 24 in the smart
grid [3]) that the supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) center tries to communicate with a wireless-based
remote distribution equipment in a power substation.
Our goal in this experiment is two-fold. First, as it is widely
expected that the smart grid will use wireless technologies to
delivery data messages, we aim at evaluating the feasibility of
real-time message exchange in a power network with wireless
access. Second, we are going to quantify via experiments the

impact of DoS attacks on the performance of DNP3 over WiFi
networks, showing to what extent wireless access is vulnerable
to DoS attacks compared with wireline access in a power
network.
Our experiments show that the WiFi case leads to the similar
delay performance as the Ethernet case. For example, we found
that, despite different maximum physical transmission rates
(100 Mbps for Ethernet and 54 Mbps for IEEE 802.11g),
the mean round-trip delay with WiFi is 31.8 ms while the
mean delay with Ethernet is 30.4 ms, which in turn indicates
that in our experimental network, the delay on the backbone
network is dominant in the overall round-trip delay. Thus, in
this case, WiFi-based and Ethernet-based local-area networks
can provide similar delay performance for message delivery
in the power systems.
We also found that the impact of the traffic flood attacker
on the WiFi case is similar to that on the Ethernet case. For
example, Fig. 7 illustrates the average round-trip delay of
DNP3 packets with WiFi access. We can see that the phase
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transition phenomenon also happens as the attack intensity
index approaches 1. In fact, throughout our experiments, we
found that the only difference between the Ethernet and WiFi
cases is that the WiFi delay is slightly larger than the Ethernet
delay.
C. Summary and Analysis
We have performed experiments to illustrate the impact of
traffic flood attacks on the delay performance of an experimental power network. Our findings can be summarized as
follows
1) We found that, out of our expectation, the delay performance does not degrade gradually as the attack intensity
index increases and will dramatically degrade when
the attack intensity index approaches 1, which means
that a traffic flood attack has to pour traffic into the
communication channel as much as it can to degrade
the delay performance in a power network. This, on the
other hand, indicates that such an attacker has a very
high risk to be detected.
2) We found that the average delay is inversely proportional
to the length of a DNP3 packet, indicating that a shorter
DNP3 packet is more robust to traffic flood attacks.
Therefore, it will be better to transmit short packets
rather than long packets for time-critical transmissions
that are vulnerable to such attacks.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we briefly reviewed the security threats towards communication networks in the smart grid. Specifically,
we classified the security threats into three types in terms of
their goals: network availability, data integrity and information
privacy, and evaluated their feasibility and impact on the smart
grid. We showed via experiments that DoS attacks can lead
to a phase transition phenomenon in the delay performance
of the DNP3 protocol and that shorter DNP3 packets can
be more resistant to DoS attacks. Our work provides initial
experimental data of DoS attacks against a power network
and our future work will include quantification of the impact
of more sophisticated attacks via theoretical modeling and
comprehensive experiments.
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